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Dear Sir )

tJoseph M. Farley Nuclear Plant - Unit I
;Licensee Event Report No. LER 89-005-00
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:

Joseph M. Farley Nuclear Plant, Unit 1, Licensee Event Report No. LER !89-005-00 is being cubmitted in accordance with 10CFR50.73. ;
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If you have any questions, please advise.- '
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On 09-30-89 and again on 10-01-89, with the unit shutdown for a
refueling outage, core alterations vere performed without having

i

established containment refueling integrity as required by Technical
Specification 3.9.4. Core alterations vere performed at 2200 on
09-30-89 when the reactor vessel head was lifted and from 1245 to 1948
on 10-01-89 when the control rod drive mechanisms were unlatched.
During these times there was a pathvay from containment to the outside
atmosphere through at least one steam generator (S/G) secondary side
manvay and S/G atmospheric relief valve. The action statement
associated with Technical Specification 3.9.4 requires the immediate
suspension of core alterations in containment whenever containment
refueling integrity is not maintained. Core alterations continued
since it was not realized that containment refueling integrity was not
in effect. i

This event was caused by cognitive personnel error in that the Shift
Foreman and Shift Supervisor who petformed the containment integrity
procedure failed to properly verify the position of the atmospheric
relief valves by using local indication as required by FNP-0-AP-16
(Conduct of Operations - Operations Group). The Shift Foreman and
Shift Supervisor involved in this event have been counseled. The
containment integrity procedure has been strengthened to ensure
containment integrity is properly established.
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Plant and System Identification:

Vestinghouse - Press:urized Vater Reactor
Energy Industry Identification System codes are identified in the text as [XX].

s

Summary of Event

00 09-30-89 and again on 10-01-89, with the unit shutdown for a refueling
cutage, core alterations were performed without having established containment
[NH) refueling integrity as required by Technical Specification 3.9.4. Core
citerations were performed at 2200 on 09-30-89 when the reactor vessel head [AB)
was lifted and from 1245 to 1948 on 10-01-89 when the control rod drive
mechanisms [AA} vere unistched. During these times there was a pathway from
containment to the outside atmosphere through at least one steam generator (S/G)
[AB] secondary side manvay and S/G atmospheric relief valve. The action

j statement associated with Technical Specification 3.9.4 requires the immediate
suspension of core alterations in containment whenever containment refueling
integrity is not maintained. Core alterations continued since it was not
realized that containment refueling integrity was not in effect.

Description of Event

On 09-30-89, the unit was in Mode 6 (Refueling). During day shift, the
operating crew performed a check to ensure that containment refueling integrity ,

was established prior to removal of the reactor vessel head. Part of this check i
'is the performance of surveillance test procedure FNP-1-STP-18.4 (Containment

Refueling Integrity Verification). Step 5.7 of this procedure required the !|

L performer to ensure, by checking the status of the main steam isolation valves,
| S/G manways, and S/G atmospheric relief valves, that the S/Gs were not providing

a possible release pnth from containment to the atmosphere. A Shift Foreman was4
; ,

assigned the task of checking containment refueling integrity by the Shift '

Supervisor. Both the Shift Foreman and the Shift Supervisor knew the secondary
side manvays were off the S/Gs. They discussed containment integrity problems
and talked about the need to close the S/G atmospheric relief valves.

Later in the shift, the Shift Supervisor and Shift Foreman discussed the status .

of the S/G atmospheric relief valves. As a result of a miscommunication during I

this discussion, each of them believed that the other had ensured that the l
valves were closed. However, neither had properly verified that the valves were

,

closed. ;
i

1

I
1
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The procedure was signed off satisfactorily. However, the atmospheric relief
valves on all three S/Gs were actually open. This provided a pathway from the
containment atmosphere to the outside atmosphere.

|
At 3200 on 09-30-89, the reactor vessel head was lifted. This core alteration

,was completed at 2245. -

At approximately 0700 on 10-01-89, the secondary side manvays of the 1A S/G vere
closed. This eliminated this S/G as a possible release path.

At 7245 on 10-01-89, unlatching of the control rod drive mechanisms (CRDM) 6

began. At 1400, the secondary side manvays were closed on the IB S/G and
eliminated this S/G as a possible release path. At 1948, the CRDH unlatching ;
was completed. !

At approximately 2100 on 10-01-89, the night shift Shift Supervisor was checking
,

plant status in preparation for lifting the reactor vessel upper internals. He
'

noticed that the 1B and 10 S/G atmospheric relief valves had a demanded open isignal. He knew that the manvays vere off on the IC S/G so he had the 10
atmospheric relief valve closed. He was not sure of the status of the manvays

i on the IB S/G so he closed the IB S/G atmospheric relief valve until he
confirmed that the manvays had been installed. Knoving that core alterations

| had occurred earlier in the day, he telephoned the day shift Shift Supervisor to '

find out if the IC S/G atmospheric relief valve had been open during core
alterations. The day shift Shift Supervisor said that he was sure that the
valves had been closed during the core alterations and that the operator on day '

shift must have opened this valve, in error.

| On 10-02-89 during the day shift, the Shift Supervisor discussed the status of
the IC S/G atmospheric relief valve with the operator. They came to the i

conclusion that it must have been open all day shift. The Shift Supervisor then
discussed the status of the atmospheric relief valves with the Shift Foreman who

,

had performed the containment refueling integrity procedure. They also
, concluded that the valves must have been open when the verification was
j performed.

Cause of Event

This event was cauced by cognitive personnel error in that the Shift Foreman and
Shif t Supervisor who perforn:ed the containment integrity procedure failed to
properly verify the position of the atmospheric relief valves by using local
position indication as required by FNP-0-AP-16 (Conduct of Operations -
Operations Gtoup).

'O.C Penn 306A (6496.
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Reportability Analysis and Safety Assessment

This event is reportable due to the failure to comply with the action statement
3associated with Technical Specification 3.9.4. The action statement requires

the immediate suspension of core alterations or irradiated fuel movement in
containment whenever the requirements of Technical Specification 3.9.4 are not
met. However, core alterations (lifting of the reactor vessel head and
unlatching the CRDMs) were performed since it was not realized thatscontainment
integrity was not in effect. No fuel movement occurred during either of these
core alterations.

In addition, this event is reportable as an event or condition that alone could
have prevented the fulfillment of the safety function of structures or systems
that are needed to control the release of radioactive material. Having the
pathvay through the S/Gs and out the atmospheric relief valves could have
prevented the containment structure from controlling the release of radioactive
material.

Vestinghouse has been asked to analyze this event and compare it to the Fuel
Handling Accident (FHA) analysis that is reported in the FNP FSAR. The FSAR
reports a site boundary thyroid dose of 52.6 rem resulting from an FHA. This
analysis is based on 70% of the iodine that could be released by a postulated
FHA being absorbed by the filtration units. Failure to have containment
integrity would allow some of this iodine to bypass the filters. For
conservatism in evaluating the effect of the lack of containment integrity, it
is assumed that all the iodine released during a postulated accident vould
bypass the filters. Elimination of the filtration vould increase the postulated -

dose to 175 rem.
'

i

However, there are several items that would decrease the postulated dose that
might have occurred from an FHA during this event.

!

1. The PSAR analysis is based on the reactor having been suberitical for
100 hours. At 2200 on 09-30-89, when the reactor vessel head was
lifted, the reactor had been suberitical for approximately 190 hours. !

This vould have allowed an additional 90 hours for the iodine to decay
,

and would have reduced the dose to 127 rem. I
l2. The atmospheric dispersion factor used in the FSAR analysis is ;

conservative when compared to the dispersion factor which is based on !
the meteorological data recorded at the plant site during the time that

!containment integrity was not maintained. The largest calculated
dispersion factor during the period from 2200 on 09-30-89 to 2100 on
10-01-89 vas approximately a factor of seven smaller than the jdispersion factor assumed in the FSAR. Using this actual dispersion !factor vould have reduced the postulated dose to 19 rem.

|

|
|

|

!.
|
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Beyond the two adjustments described above, there are a number of conservatisms
present in the FHA analysis which, if removed, would drastically reduce the
dose. These conservatisms are:

1. A fuel pin gap fraction of 10% is assumed while calculations
demonstrate that the gap fraction vould be approximately one percent.
If a conservative fuel pin gap of 2% is assumed, the dosa is reduced to
3.8 rem (2.86 rem elemental iodine, .95 rem organic iodine). -

2. The FHA assumes one whole fuel assembly is damaged sufficiently to
release the activity in the fuel pin gaps. It is considered still
conservative to assume that only 10% of the fuel pins vould have their
cladding breached. This vould reduce the dose to .38 rem (.285 rem
elemental iodine, .095 rem organic iodine).

3. The FHA dose analysis does not take credit for plateout of iodine onto
the internal cladding surface. The NRC has stated, in their
evaluation of the Vestinghouse topical report on extended burnup fuel
(VCAP-10125-P-A), that the plateout is estimated to reduce the ;

elemental iodine available for release by a factor of ten. Organic
iodine is not affected. This vould reduce the dose to .124 rem (.029
rem elemental iodine, .095 rem organic iodine).

4. The FHA dose analysis assumes a pool scrubbing decontamination factor
(DF) of 133 for elemental iodine. Vestinghouse tests have demonstrated
that the pool scrubbing removal is on the order of 700. If a
conservative DF of 400 is assumed for elemental iodine, the dose is
reduced to .105 rem (.010 rem elemental iodine, .095 rem organic
iodine).

,

5. The FHA dose analysis does not take credit for plateout of elemental
iodine onto surfaces in the containment or in the release pathway. A
conservative assumption vould be that this plateout vould reduce the
elemental iodine releases by a factor of two. This vould reduce dose
to .100 rem (.005 rem elemental iodine, .095 rem organic iodine).

As can be seen from the above, the FHA assumed in the FSAR is very conservative.
Using the assumptions from above, the total FHA calculated thyroid dose at the
site boundary would be .1 rem.

The health and safety of the public vere not affected by this event. No event
occurred which would have resulted in the release of radiation through the
pathway.
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Corrective Action f
'

:

Management interviewed the Shift Supervisor and Shift Foreman involved in this
event and had a Human Performance Evaluation System analysis performed.

The Shift Foreman and Shift Supervisor involved in this event have been
counseled about properly verifying the status of equipment.
The Operations crevs were briefed on the event to inform them of the occurrence
and to emphasize the importance of properly verifying equipment status.

After concluding that containe.ent integrity had not been established during core,

J alterations, subsequent alterations vere not allowed until a thorough check of
containment penetrations was performed using a new checklist for FNP-1-STP-18.4.
The containment integrity procedure was strengthened by adding explicit signoffs
for containment penetrations with verification requirements to ensure that
containment integrity is properly estr.blished.

Similar Event

LER 89-004-00 Unit 2 (Docket Number 05000364) reported an event which
occurred on 04-19-89, during the Unit 2 sixth refueling outage, when refueling
containment integrity was not maintained after being established. This incident
occurred when work vas released that, in conjunction with other work in
progress, caused an indirect path from the containment atmosphere to the outside
atmosphere.

The root cause of the 04-19-89 event was personnel error in that the Shift
Supervisor involved did not recognize that these two events happening
concurrently resulted in a breach of refueling containment integrity.

Additional Information

No components failed during this event.

This event could not have occurred in a different operating condition since the
S/G manways were removed.
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